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An algorithm for determining whether two triconnected planar graphs are isomorphic 
is presented. The asymptotic growth rate of the algorithm is bounded by a constant 
times ! V ! log I V [ where I V I is the number of vertices in the graphs. 
INTRODUCTION 
The graph isomorphism problem is to determine if there exists a one-to-one 
mapping of the vertices of a graph onto the vertices of another graph which preserves 
adjacency of the vertices. At present there is no known algorithm for determining 
if two arbitrary graphs are isomorphic with a running time which is asymptotically 
less than exponential. Gotlieb and Corneil [2] have exhibited an efficient algorithm 
for a large class of graphs, namely those graphs with no k-strongly regular subgraph 
for large k. 
Weinberg [9] has exhibited an algorithm with asymptotic running time of I V i" 
for isomorphism of triconnected planar graphs where I V I is the number of vertices 
of the graph. The reason for restricting attention to triconnected planar graphs is 
that a triconnected planar graph has a unique representation on a sphere. In this 
paper we show that isomorphism of triconnected planar graphs can be tested in time 
proportional to [ V i log, V [. 
DEFINIT IONS AND ~OTATION 
A graph G ~ (V, E) consists of a finite set of vertices V and a finite set of edges E. 
I f  the edges are unordered pairs (v, w) of vertices, the graph is undirected. If the 
edges are ordered pairs (v, w) of vertices, the graph is directed; v is called the tail 
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of the edge and w is called the head. If (v, w) is a directed edge, its reversal, denoted by 
(v, w) r, is the directed edge (w, v). If G is a graph, a path p: v I ~ vn in G is a sequence 
of edges (v 1 , v2) , (v~, vz) ..... (v,_ x , v,) leading from v 1 to v , .  The path p is simple 
if vi @ vj for i 4- j. The path p is a cycle if v 1 -= v, and vi v a vj for i :~ j excluding 
the case Vl = v , .  
A graph is biconnected if for each triple of distinct vertices v, w, and a, there is 
a path p: v % w such that a is not on the path. A graph is triconnected if for each 
quadruple of distinct vertices v, w, a, and b, there is a path p: v -~ w such that neither 
a nor b is on the path p. A graph G is planar if there exists a mapping of the edges of G 
into the plane in such a way that (1) each edge (v, w) is mapped into a simple curve, 
with v and w being mapped to the endpoints of the curve and (2) mappings of two 
distinct edges have only their common endpoints in common. Such a mapping of 
a planar graph is called a planar embedding. The connected sets of points which form 
the complement of the image of G in the plane are called faces. A triconnected planar 
graph has two representations in the plane [10] in the sense that for any two embeddings 
G a and G 2 either (1) for each vertex v in G 1 the order of edges around v in G 1 is the 
same as the order of the edges around v in G2 or (2) for each vertex v in G x the order 
of edges around v in G 1 is the reverse of the order of the edges around v in G,,. 
Two graphs G I and G 2 are isomorphic if there exists a mapping of the vertices 
and edges of G 1 onto the vertices and edges of G 2 such that if edge e x is mapped 
onto e 2, then the head and tail of e 1 are mapped onto the head and tail, 
respectively, of e 2 . Two planar embeddings are isomorphic if in addition to the 
foregoing property, the order of edges out of each vertex is preserved. If  G1 and 
G2 are triconnected planar graphs, then G x and G 2 are isomorphic if and only if 
any planar embedding of Ga is isomorphic to one of the two planar embeddings 
of G 2 . 
Let G be a fixed planar embedding of a graph G. The path (vl ,  v2), (v2, va) ..... 
(v,__ 1 , v,) is said to be a primary path if for each i, I < i < n, (v i , Vi+l) is either 
the edge to the immediate right of (vi_ 1 , vl) or the edge to the immediate left of 
(vi_ 1 , vi) in the embedding of edges about vl in the plane. Let Pl be the path (v I , v2) ,
(vz, v3),... , (v~_l, vn) and let P2 be the path (w~, w2) , (w2, w3),... , (wn-x, w~). I f  
for each i, I < i < n, (w~, w;+~) is the kth edge to the right of (w~_ x , w~) implies that 
(vi, vi+l) is the kth edge to the right of (vi_ 1 , vi) in the planar embedding, then p~ 
is said to be the path corresponding to PI starting with edge (w 1 , w2). 
Although the edges of G are undirected, we give an orientation to each edge (v~, v~) 
by treating it as two directed edges (vl ,  v2) and (v2, Vl). Whenever we refer to an 
edge, we will be referring to one of the directed versions of that edge. Let A be a 
mapping of edges into the integers uch that A(ex) equals A(e2) if and only if the number 
of edges on the face to the right (left) of ea is the same as the number of edges on the 
face to the right (left) of e., and the degrees of the heads (tails) of e 1 and e~ are 
the same. 
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Edges e I and e 2 are said to be distinguishable if there exist edges e~ and e 4 , a primary 
path Ps starting with edge e, and ending with edge e 3 , and a corresponding primary 
path p.~ starting with e,, and ending with e a such that A(e3) (- A(e4). If  e 1 and e._, are 
not distinguishable they are said to be indistinguishable. 
BASIC RESULTS 
In this section we establish the basic result on which the isomorphism algorithm 
is based. Namely, two planar embeddings (71 and G 2 are isomorphic if and only 
if there exists an edge e I in G 1 and an indistinguishable edge e 2 in G 2 . 
I.EMMA 1. Let G 1 and G 2 be planar embeddings of two triconnected planar graphs. 
Edge a s in Gs is indistinguishable from edge b, hz G 2 i f  and only i f  al r is indistinguishable 
from bs r. 
Proof. Since we can substitute a~ r and bs r for a 1 and b s in the statement of the 
lemma, we need only show that if a~ is distinguishable from b I , then ax r is distin- 
guishable from bs r. The proof is by induction on the shortest primary path a s , a 2 .... , ak 
such that the corresponding path b I , b 2 ,..., bk has the property that A(a~.) does not 
equal A(bk). For k equal to one the result is immediate. Assume the result true for all 
values of k less than n. Let a I , a 2 , . . . ,  an be the shortest primary path such that the 
corresponding path b x , b z ,..., bn starting with b s has A(b,) not equal to A(a,). Without 
loss of generality assume that a 2 is to the immediate right of a, in the planar embedding 
of G s . Since a 2 is distinguishable from b 2 by a pair of primary paths of length n - 1, 
a2 ~ is distinguishable from b.I by some pair of primary paths p, and p,,. Hence, 
the path starting with as ~ and consisting of the edges around the face to the left of 
al r followed by p, together with the corresponding path starting with bs r distinguishes 
as r and bl r. 
LEMMA 2. Let G 1 and G 2 be planar embeddings of two triconnected planar graphs. 
Let Pa = al , a2 .... , a,  be a path in Gx 9 Let b, be an edge of G 2 indistinguishable from 
a I and let P2 == bx, b.z .... , bn be the path corresponding to Pl starting with bs 9 Then 
an and bn are indistinguishable. 
Proof. It suffices to show that a 2 is indistinguishable from b 2 . The result follows 
by induction. I f  a z is the edge to the immediate right or left of a s in the planar 
embedding of G s , then the result is immediate. Otherwise let x 1 , x 2 ,..., x,n be the 
edges directed into the head of a, in clockwise order as they appear in the planar 
embedding. Let al -= x x and a z = xi ~. Let Yl ,  Y2 ,..., Ym be the corresponding edges 
about the head of bl where b, - -  Yx 9 Clearly b 2 =-= y~ since Px and P2 are corresponding 
paths. Consider the path consisting of edges a s , the edges clockwise around the face 
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to the right of x2 r starting with xz r and ending with xz, the edges clockwise around the 
face to the right of x4 * starting with x4 * and ending with x 5 , etc., finally ending with 
edge x i or xl * depending on whether i is odd or even. For each edge in this path the 
corresponding edge in the corresponding path starting with b x must be indistinguish- 
able since for each edge in the path, the next edge is either to the immediate right 
or immediate left in the planar embedding. Thus, if the path ends with xl * the result 
is immediate. If  the path ends with x i an application of Lemma 1 gives the result. 
LEMMA 3. Let G be a biconnected planar graph. Let (vl , v2) , (Ve , v3),... , (v,_ 1 , v,) 
be a simple path in G. Then there exists a face having an edge in common with the path 
which has the property that the set of all edges common to both the face and the path 
form a continuous egment of the path. Furthermore, when traversing an edge of the face 
while going from v 1 to vn along the path, the face will be on the right. 
Proof. I f  the set of edges common to some face and to the path consists of at least 
two discontinous ets of edges from the path, in both cases the face being on the right 
of the path, then all faces adjacent o the path from the right between the two sets of 
edges are adjacent only on the right. Select one such face. Either it satisfies the 
conditions of the lemma or its edges intersect he path in at least two discontinous ets 
of edges. By repeating the process of selecting a face eventually a face satisfying 
the lemma is selected. 
Thus, assume that every face which is adjacent o the path on the right is also 
adjacent o the path on the left. No face can be adjacent o the path on both the right 
and the left at the same edge since the graph is bieonnected. Select a face. Assume 
that the edge closest to v n at which the face is adjacent on the right is closer to v~ 
than the edge closest o vn at which the face is adjacent on the left. Then each succeed- 
ing face adjacent o the path on the right towards vn must have the same property. 
But the face adjacent o (v,_x, v,~) on the right cannot have this property. This is 
a contradiction. Thus, there exists a face satisfying the conditions of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let G 1 and G 2 be planar embeddings of two triconnected planar graphs. 
Let e 1 and e 2 be edges of G l and G 2 , respectively, which are indistinguishable. Let p be 
a path starting with edge e a . Then p is a cycle if and only if the corresponding path starting 
with edge e 2 is a cycle. 
Proof. Assume the lemma to be false. Then there exist edges e 1 and e 2 such that (1) 
e 1 and e 2 are indistinguishable, (2) Px starts with el and forms a cycle (which without 
loss of generality we may assume proceeds clockwise in the plane), and (3) the path 
P2 starting with e 2 and corresponding to Pl is not a cycle. We may further assume that 
(4) P2 is simple, since if p2 is not simple we may choose a proper subpath of p2 which is 
a cycle, and the corresponding part of pl will be simple. Last, we may assume that (5) 
if e 3 is an edge on Pl or its interior with one endpoint on P l ,  eL is the corresponding 
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edge in G 2 , Pa is a cycle starting with e 3 which lies on Pl or its interior, and P4 is 
the corresponding path starting with e4, then P4 is not a simple path. I f  (5) does not 
hold, we may replace Pl and P2 by P3 and P4, and repeat he process until paths Pl 
and p., which satisfy (1)-(5) are found. 
Let a I ,..., am be the edges of Pl and let al',  .... am' be the corresponding edges 
ofPa.  By Lemma 3 there exists a face fa having an edge in common with P2 such that 
all edges of fa which are common to P2 form a continuous egment of Pa, and fa is 
on the right of p2. Let bl', .... b,,,' be the edges of fa not on Pa, and let b I .... ,bm be 
the corresponding edges in G 1 . If, for some i < m, bi terminates on Px, then condition 
(5) is violated. Thus, assume that for no i < m does bi terminate on Pi 9 Since ai 
and ai' are indistinguishable and since a i '  , . . . .  a j ' ,  bl' , .... bin' is a face (for suitable 
i and j),  it follows that b,,, must terminate on Pl and a i .... , a j ,  b 1 ,..., bm is a cycle. 
This implies that a a .... ai , b . . . . .  b x , a~.~ 1 ..... am is a cycle and the corresponding 
path starting with al '  is simple, contradicting assumption (5). 
THEOREM 5. Let G 1 and G2 be planar embeddings of two triconnected planar graphs. 
Let e x and e 2 be edges of G 1 and G2, respectively. There exists an isomorphism of Ga 
onto G2 mapping e I onto e2 i f  and only i f  edges e I and e 2 are indistinguishable. 
Proof. The only if portion is obvious. Namely, if there exists an isomorphism 
of G x onto G 2 mapping e1 onto e 2 , then it is easily seen that e 1 and e 2 are indistinguish- 
able. The if portion is somewhat more difficult. Assume that edges e 1 and e2 are 
indistinguishable. Construct an isomorphism as follows. Identify edge e 1 with e a . 
Whenever two edges are identified, automatically identify their reversals and their 
corresponding heads and tails. Identify the edges of the face to the right of e a with the 
corresponding edges of the face to the right of e 2 . Both faces have the same number 
of edges since h(el) equals A(e2). It follows from the fact that e x and e 2 are indistinguish- 
able that no conflict can occur in these identifications. 
So far, the isomorphism aps a simple closed path c I and its interior to a simple 
closed path c 2 and its interior. By Lemma 3 there exists a face f l  on the exterior of the 
cycle q ,  having an edge in common with Cl, such that all edges and vertices of the 
face which are in common with the cycle form a continuous egment of the cycle. 
Let e 1 be an edge common to f l  and q .  Let e 2 be the corresponding edge in c a . Letfa 
be the face on the exterior of the cycle c 2 with edge e 2 . Identify edges around f l  
with the corresponding edges around f2 9 The isomorphism is, thus, extended to the 
interior of simple closed paths c 3 and c 4 containing q and c a , respectively, unless 
a conflict arises. Repeating the process yields the desired isomorphism. 
A conflict can arise in one of two ways: (1) an attempt is made to identify a vertex 
v I with a vertex v 2 where v I and v2 are of different degree; or (2) an attempt is made 
to identify a vertex v 1 with a vertex v 2 which has already been identified with some 
v 3 v~ v I . We now show that both situations are impossible. 
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Let f l  and f2 be the faces whose edges are being identified when the conflict arises. 
Let c x and c2 be the simple closed paths previously constructed and let e 1 and e 2 be 
the corresponding edges with e 1 common to c x and fl and ez common to c 2 and f2. 
Since e 1 and e 2 are indistinguishable, corresponding edges around fl and f2 must be 
indistinguishable, and, hence, corresponding vertices must be of the same degree. 
Thus, we need only consider the case where an attempt is made to identify a vertex 
v x with a vertex v2 which has already been identified with some v s :/: v 1 . Let a 1 ,..., an 
be the edges of q and at',..., an' be the corresponding edges of c 2 . Let a 1 ..... a T , 
b 1 ,..., b~ be the edges o f f l .  Let al , . . . ,  aT,  b 1 ,..., bi be the edges off1 which have been 
identified at the time a conflict arises and let an',... , a ( ,  b1',..., hi' be the corresponding 
edges off2 9 I f  the edge bl terminates at a vertex on c 1 , then i = m and a 1 ,..., a T , 
bl ,..., bi is the entire face f l  9 It follows that al', .... aT', bl', .... hi' must be the face f2 
sincefx andfz have the same number of edges, and the assumed conflict is impossible. 
Thus, b~ does not terminate at a vertex on c I , implying that b i' terminates at a vertex 
on c 2 . For some r, a/ , . . . ,  an' , a(, . . . ,  aT' , bl' , .... b i' is a cycle in G2 9 The corresponding 
path, a . . . . . .  an ,  al ..... a T , b 1 ,. . . ,  b i , is a simple path in Gx 9 But this is impossible 
by Lemma 4. Thus, a conflict is impossible, and the theorem is proved. 
ISOMORPHISM ALGORITHM 
Theorem 5 gives a simple condition which is both necessary and sufficient for two 
planar embeddings G1 and G~ to be isomorphic. Namely there must exist an edge 
e 1 in G1 which is indistinguishable from some edge e 2 in G 2 . Since a triconnected 
planar graph has an embedding in the plane which is unique up to a left-right orienta- 
tion, we construct an embedding of G 1 and two embeddings of G~, one for each 
of the two possible orientations. These embeddings can be constructed [5, 8] in time 
proportional to the number of edges in G 1 and G2. Since Gt and G 2 are assumed 
to be planar the number of edges is bounded by three times the number of vertices. 
The edges of the embedded graphs are partitioned into classes such that two edges 
are in the same class if and only if they are indistinguishable. In an earlier version of 
this work [4] the indistinguishability classes were obtained by constructing finite 
automata whose states correspond to the edges of the graphs. An algorithm [3] for 
partitioning the states of a finite automata was applied. However, the full power of the 
partitioning algorithm for finite automata is not needed since not all finite automata 
can arise. A simpler partitioning algorithm is given here. 
Let G be a planar embedding of a graph whose connected components are 
triconnected. For each edge e in G let f (e ,  R)  and f (e ,  L)  be the edges out of the head 
of e which are to the immediate right and left of e, respectively, in the planar 
embedding. Partition the edges into blocks so that two edges are in the same block 
if and only if they have the same value of ~. Let B(1), B(2) ..... B(n) be the blocks of 
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the partition. The following algorithm will partition the edges of G into classes so 
that two edges will be in the same class if and only if they are distinguishable. 
Partitioning Algorithm 
begin 
A: for i: -- 1 until n do 
place (i, R) and (i, L) in set PROCESS; 
while PROCESS --  = ~ do 
begin 
C: select and delete (i, D) from PROCESS; 
G: set MOVE = :c~ ;
H: for e e B(i) do place f(e, D) in set MOVE; 
I: for e ~ MOVE do 
begin 
let B(j) be block containing e; 
J: ifl B(j)c3 MOVE i- , - Bfj)then 
begin 
if B(j') not yet created then create B(j'); 
delete e from B(j); 
add e to B(j'); 
end; 
end; 
K: for each B(j') created in previous tatement do 
forD:-  L, R do 
if (j, 1)) in PROCESS then add (j', D) to PROCESS 
else if n B(j')' .~ f B(j)I then add (j', D) else add (j, D); 
end; 
end. 
Initially the edges are partitioned according to the value of A. Statement A places 
each pair consisting of a block index and a symbol R or L in the set PROCESS. 
Statement C selects and deletes apair (i, D) from the set PROCESS. Assume the value 
of D is R. Statements G, It and 1 partition each block j into blocks with indices j 
andj'  so that no edge in blockj is to the immediate right of an edge of block i in the 
planar embedding and every edge of block j' is to the immediate right of an edge of 
block i. If either block j or j '  would be null, then the split does not take place 
(statement J). If blockj is split into blocksj andj', then for D equal L and R if the pair 
(j, D) is already in the set PROCESS, (j', D) is also added to the set PROCESS. If 
the pair (j, D) is not in the set PROCESS, then one of (j, D) or (j', D) is added to 
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the set PROCESS, depending on whether blockj is of smaller cardinality than blockj' 
(statement K). 
LEMMA 6. Let [ E [ be the number of edges in G. There exists a constant k so that 
the partitioning algorithm terminates in at most k I El  log [ E [ steps. 
Proof. A random access model of computation [1] is implicitly assumed. We 
further assume a computer epresentation for a set such that an element can be 
selected and deleted from a set in time independent of the size of the set; and a 
representation for a partition such that the block of the partition containing a given 
element can be found and an element moved from one block to another in time 
independent of the number of elements and the number of blocks. 
If edge e is contained in a block whose index is removed from PROCESS for some 
value of D, the index of a block containing e can never again be placed in PROCESS 
with the same value of D until it has been split and the portion containing e is at most 
one half the previous ize. Thus, a given edge can be in a block when its index is 
removed from PROCESS at most 2 log I E I times. Each time the body of the while 
statement is executed, the index of a block is removed from the set process. The 
time necessary to execute the body of the while statement is proportional to the 
number of edges in the block. Prorate the time equally to the edges in the block. 
Since an edge e can be in a block whose index is removed from the set PROCESS 
at most 2 log [ E [ times, the total time charged to any edge is bounded by a constant 
times log [ E [ and the total time of execution of the algorithm is bounded by a constant 
times [ E I log I El. 
LEMMA 7. Upon termination of the partitioning algorithm two edges are in the same 
block of the partition if and only if they are indistinguishable. 
Proof. The partitioning isnot too fine since initially edges are partitioned according 
to the value of A. The algorithm then places edges e x and e~ into different blocks 
only if f(el r, D) and f(e~ r, D) for D equal R or L are already in different blocks 
implying that e 1 and e 2 are distinguishable. 
Initially all pairs consisting of an index of a block and a value of D are placed 
in the set PROCESS. Whenever a pair (i, D) for D equal R (L) is removed from 
PROCESS, the algorithm partitions all blocks so that, 
(*) for each j, either every edge in block j is to the immediate right (left) of 
an edge of block i in the planar embedding or no edge in block j is to the immediate 
right (left) of an edge of block i. 
If block i is ever split into blocks i and i', then (i, R), (i', R), (i, L) and (i', L) are added 
to the set PROCESS. However, if i already satisfied property * for D equal R(L), then 
every block containing an edge to the immediate right (left) of an edge in block i or i' 
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contains only edges to the immediate right (left) of edges in block i and i'. Thus, 
insuring property * for either i or i' insures property * for both i and i'. Hence, only 
the index of the smaller block is placed in PROCESS. When the algorithm terminates, 
set PROCESS is empty and every block satisfies property *. But property * for all 
blocks implies that any two edges in the same block are indistinguishable. 
THEOREM 8. Two triconnected planar graphs can be tested for isomorphism in time 
proportional to I V[ log [ V I where I V [ is the number of vertices in the graphs. 
Proof. Immediate from the preceding results. 
Although the isomorphism algorithm as described here applies only to triconnected 
planar graphs it may be extended to arbitrary planar graphs [6, 7]. It is still unknown 
whether a linear-time algorithm exists for determining the isomorphism of planar 
graphs. 
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